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The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the Foundation Stone within the Dome of the Rock is corresponding to the Face of Mars. This study suggests that the Foundation Stone within the Dome of the Rock is corresponding to the ‘Temple’ or mausoleum is 
dedicated to the Rebel King of Nibiru, Ala-lu. This illustration suggests that perhaps the narrative is attributed to the Islamic God Allah. Furthermore, such an association of rebellion could be linked to Lucifer as the ‘Frist Rebel’ as his motifs are configured in the 

Earthly Zion, that of Jerusalem and the Temple Mount. The question remains does Jerusalem also have the encrypted Martian Motif and why? The answer is apparently yes.  
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The Face of Mars mausoleum is rotated an additional 45 degree counter-clockwise 

as the Pentagon Fortress is rotated 45 degrees clockwise. When this occurs as with 

the Temple Mount, the Face of Mars square corresponds to the ‘square’ perimeter 

platform in which the Dome of the Rock is situated in, The smaller round Dome 

corresponds to the Golden Gate and the unknown structure mount corresponds to 

the Temple area, primarily where the intersection of the lines converge at the Dome 

of the Tablets.  

Such Fallen Ones along with the original Angelic Rebellion of the King of the Angels, 

Lucifer has sought to put his ‘Name’ and his Throne upon the Earthly Jerusalem. 

Realize that the bible describes that Lucifer does have a ‘Throne’ of his own and is 

the ‘Anointed’ or ‘Christ’ Cherub. Jesus exposed Lucifer, aka Ala-lu and ’Allah’ in 

that from the beginning, there was murder, thievery, and lies in his heart. Lucifer 

only seeks to kill, steal and destroy.  

Many believe that in some mysterious way, the Heavenly Zion or Jerusalem has 

the 12 Gates as does the Earthly Jerusalem, at one time or another. Perhaps there 

are 3 ‘domes’ or Temples that are in fact a facsimile of Orion  and as such, the 

same lay-lines have been replicated and mirrored around the world in the centers 

of power. However this study suggests that the current layout of the Martian motif 

is not of the protocols of YHVH to have been given to mankind to replicate to an 

extent. This study suggests that as the ‘Rebel’ King Ala-lu narrative suggests from 

the earlies of occult and ancient writing, such ley-lines and motifs were divulged 

as forbidden knowledge from the Watchers, those Fallen Angels’ that left their 1st 

Estate and came to Earth.  
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